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Gaze Strategies in Driving� 
An Ecological Approach
Otto�Lappi *

Cognitive Science/TRU, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Human performance in natural environments is deeply impressive, and still much beyond 
current AI. Experimental techniques, such as eye tracking, may be�useful to understand 
the cognitive basis of this performance, and �the human advantage.� Driving is domain 
where these techniques may deployed, in tasks ranging from rigorously controlled 
laboratory settings through high-�delity simulations to naturalistic experiments in the wild. 
This research has revealed robust patterns that can be�reliably identi�ed and replicated 
in the �eld and reproduced in the lab. The purpose of this review is to cover the basics 
of what is known about these gaze behaviors, and some of their implications for 
understanding visually guided steering. The phenomena reviewed will be�of interest to 
those working on any domain where visual guidance and control with similar task demands 
is involved (e.g., many sports). The paper is intended to be�accessible to the non-specialist, 
without oversimplifying the complexity of real-world visual behavior. The literature reviewed 
will provide an information base useful for researchers working on oculomotor behaviors 
and physiology in the lab who wish to extend their research into more naturalistic locomotor 
tasks, or researchers in more applied �elds (sports, transportation) who wish to bring 
aspects of the real-world ecology under experimental scrutiny. Part of a Research Topic 
on Gaze Strategies in Closed Self-paced tasks, this aspect of the driving task is discussed. 
It is in particular emphasized why it is important to carefully separate the visual strategies 
driving (quite closed and self-paced) from visual behaviors relevant to other forms of driver 
behavior (an open-ended menagerie of behaviors). There is always a balance to strike 
between ecological complexity and experimental control. One way to reconcile these 
demands is to look for natural, real-world tasks and behavior that are rich enough to 
be�interesting yet suf�ciently constrained and well-understood to be�replicated in simulators 
and the lab. This ecological approach to driving as a model behavior and the way the 
connection between �lab� and �real world� can be�spanned in this research is of interest 
to anyone keen to develop more ecologically representative designs for studying human 
gaze behavior.

Keywords: locomotor control, visual guidance, guiding �xations, look-ahead �xations, pursuit eye movement, 
ecological psychology
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INTRODUCTION

Human behavior in the natural world is deeply impressive. 
Walking in a crowd, bicycling, or driving are carried out with 
an everyday ease that belies the fact they are underpinned by 
sophisticated cognitive mechanisms. Our capacity to encode 
complex 3D information, and to quickly and reliably transform 
it into conscious perception and coordinated action allows us 
to cope with the complexity and ambiguity of the world in 
ways that are only beginning to be� understood. We� are also 
very e�cient in adapting these mechanisms to learn new skills. 
For example, most people learn to drive a car a�er only a 
handful of hours of driving instruction and are then ready to 
take their new skills to the tra�c environment.

�e magnitude of the information-processing challenges 
involved is revealed in arti�cial intelligence (AI) and robotics 
trying to develop self-driving cars. In elite performance, like 
motor racing, these learning mechanisms are taken to the limits 
of human physiological and cognitive capacity. Again, here the 
�exibility and e�ciency of humans coping with the real world 
are beyond any current AI. �is advantage we�have over machines 
in dynamic tasks in the wild stands in stark contrast to tasks 
like chess, go and computer games (cf. Moravec, 1988). In tra�c 
and sports, humans rule�in computer games and board games 
it is the machines that vastly outperform humans (as long as 
the machine is not required to physically move the pieces!). 
�is �human advantage� suggests the human brain has discovered�
in evolution and individual development�strategies and techniques 
for organizing perception and action that well �t our natural 
ecology, but which may be�di�erent from current AI. �is makes 
dynamic, ecological tasks of particular interest to cognitive science.

Human performance in these kinds of naturalistic tasks 
can be� studied with a number of experimental techniques. 
One particularly useful one is eye tracking, and analysis of 
gaze behavior can reveal underlying perceptual, cognitive, and 
motor control processes in dynamic tasks. Or, at least it can 
inform about the characteristics of visual input actually available 
to the brain, and how active gaze strategies sample, shape, 
and modify that information. Implications in terms of cognitive 
processes will require further development of rigorous, ideally 
computational, models of cognition in natural tasks like driving 
(see Lappi and Mole, 2018, for discussion).

Eye trackers can be� deployed in �eld settings. �en, a�er 
identifying relevant aspects of the real-world task these can 
be�recreated in simulators and lab set-ups where one can bring 
behavior and stimuli under more experimental control. 
Conversely, when lab set-ups are intended to mimic some 
real-world task demands, it is always an issue whether or not 
subjects are actually using the same strategies and skills that 
they would deploy in the (assumed) real-world analog� or 
whether the experimental task design actually allows or even 
encourages the use of some alternative strategy, which may 
be�a good �t for the task but di�erent from what is happening 
in the real world. With performance measures based on eye 
tracking (and complementary behavioral and telemetry measures), 
it possible to seek direct ecological validation by comparison 
of lab and �eld work.

So, through an ecological approach of reproducing and 
studying in the lab visual strategies that demonstrably occur in 
natural task domains, and which therefore have been adapted 
to deal with complexity and ambiguity of the real world (not 
just the experimental task) one may hope to discover mechanisms 
and principles underlying �the human advantage.� One key to 
making such approach work is to identify natural task domains 
that are su�ciently constrained and stereotypical that it is 
possible to directly compare behavior in simpli�ed representative 
tasks in the lab to real-world behaviors measured �in the 
wild.� As Gibson (1986, p.3) put it, �It is not true that �the 
laboratory can never be� like life�. �e laboratory must be like 
life!� (Figure� 1).

Driving is one domain where this can be� achieved:

 i. ��e human advantage� is observed
 ii. It is technically feasible to do eye movement research in 

highly naturalistic �eld settings with instrumented vehicles 
and wearable measurement systems, and

 iii. Aspects of the real world can be� reproduced with high 
�delity in simulators and lab set-ups.

 iv. What is more, many of the same methods for analyzing 
and interpreting gaze and telemetry signals apply across 
the spectrum from the �eld to simulators to the lab, and back.

�e driving task is therefore in many ways an attractive 
�model system� to study humans cognition in a naturalistic 
ecological setting. What has been found out by such 
research so far?

Aims and Structure of the Review
�e purpose of this review is to cover the basics of what is 
known about �in the wild� human gaze behavior in driving. 
Its purpose is to introduce the reader to main �ndings on 
robust patterns in gaze behavior, that can be� reliably identi�ed 
and replicated in naturalistic task settings. Lab, �eld, and 
simulator research are reviewed, but the scope has been set 
to behaviors and phenomena that can be�identi�ed and quanti�ed 
in the wild and studied in controlled settings (that is, excluding 
phenomena that are �lab only� or �real-world only�). Such 
behaviors and phenomena will be� of interest for researchers 
working not only on driving, but in any domain involving 
visual guidance and control with similar task demands (e.g., 
many sports). Even more generally, the ecological approach 
and the way the connection between �lab� and �real world� 
can be� spanned in this domain is instructive for anyone who 
wants to develop more ecologically representative experimental 
designs for studying gaze behavior.

A literature review may provide value in many ways, depending 
on the perspective on the literature it takes (vanWee and 
Banister, 2016):

 i. Evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of di�erent 
approaches, such as lab-based vs. �eld approaches. �is is 
helpful in assisting the reader to interpreting �ndings in 
the existing literature (for discussion on eye tracking 
methodologies from this perspective see Lappi, 2015).
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 ii. Making explicit research gaps and under-explored areas. 
�is is helpful in guiding future research (Lappi, 2016; on 
driving research speci�cally see Lappi, 2014, 2015b).

 iii. Proposing a conceptual model that makes explicit a theoretical 
structure�how existing �ndings and theories interlock �is 
is useful for assessing what is currently well-understood, 
and what is still vague or less-than-well-founded, empirically 
(On driver gaze strategies in this regard, see Lappi and 
Mole, 2018).

 iv. Providing an information base that is useful for a researcher 
coming into or returning to a �eld, who wants a primer 
or refresher of the state of the art. �is is the purpose of 
the present review. (For a broader overview of human gaze 
behavior across naturalistic tasks, Land (2006, 2019) are 
excellent reviews).

�e literature reviewed here will provide core readings for 
researchers working on oculomotor behaviors and physiology 
in the lab who wish to extend their research into driving, or 
other naturalistic visual-locomotor tasks, or on the other hand 
researchers in more applied �elds (sports, transportation) who 
are interested in bringing aspects of the real-world ecology 
under experimental scrutiny.

�e paper is written in a way that would be� accessible and 
interesting to non-specialist researchers (i.e., oculomotor 
researchers not doing research on driving, and/or driving or 
human movement researchers not doing research on eye 
movements)�while remaining of interest to practitioners and 

domain experts, and without oversimplifying the ecological 
complexity of real-world visual behavior.

�e rest of the paper is structured as follows: �Why Study 
Driving?� outlines the deeper theoretical motivation for 
studying driving, and the characteristics of driving that make 
it an attractive model system to understand human behavior 
�in the wild.� �Driving as a Closed Self-Paced Task� describes 
the key properties of the driving task. Part of a Research 
Topic on Gaze Strategies in Closed Self-paced tasks, this aspect 
of the driver�s task is emphasized. Here, it is important to 
carefully analyze the driving task itself and separate it from 
other forms of driver behavior. �Primary Gaze Strategies� 
reviews empirical work on gaze strategies in driving. 
�Discussion� closes with discussion of some of the theoretical 
implications and open issues.

WHY STUDY DRIVING?

Since Gibson and Crooks (1938), driving has been an empirical 
testbed for understanding the visual control of locomotion in 
complex 3D environments. In terms of visual guidance and 
control, it is one of the best understood forms of human 
locomotion. �is is partly thanks to the amount of experimental 
work with �eld set-ups, driving simulators, and simpli�ed 
steering tasks in the laboratory have yielded detailed observations 
in experimental psychology. What is more, cognitive modeling 
work can also leverage knowledge gained in vehicle engineering 

FIGURE�1 | An ecological approach to natural gaze behavior. There is more than one way of making sure experiments and models capture real-world phenomena 
(rather than accounting for laboratory behavior only). The only way, or the best way, �into the wild� is not necessarily to take laboratory experiments and �make them 
more ecological,� adding more �naturalistic� features (starting from the bottom of the right-most black box). Or one may begin with real-world observation, that is, 
measurement and analysis of natural behavior not just anecdotal observation (starting in the top of the left-most box), identify candidate behaviors to experiment on 
and to model. Other routes are possible as well.
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and autonomous driving, such as the relevant dynamics and 
feedback control principles.

�ere are a number of characteristics that make driving an 
attractive model behavior to study (summarized in Table� 1):

 1. Ecological validity.

 1.1. Field experiments are feasible. Driving behavior can 
be� investigated in real vehicles, on the road, and track. 
�is of course yields maximal ecological validity in terms 
of the sensory information sources and consequences of 
motor actions.

 1.2. It is possible to do experiments across the full spectrum: 
from measuring fully naturalistic behavior in the �eld, 
through high-, medium-, and low-�delity simulations, to 
simpli�ed and restricted (but still representative) laboratory 
tasks, and to balance ecological complexity against 
experimental control in the experimental set-up, analysis 
pipeline and choice of physiological measures and 
performance metrics.

 1.3. Besides the attraction of �eld studies and high-�delity 
simulators, there is another, subtler aspect to ecological 
validity of simulator laboratory tasks. As a real-world skill, 
driving is something people already do outside the laboratory. 
So, driving tasks in �measurement and modeling friendly� 
lab tasks can still tap into skills and knowledge that has 
adapted, over a period of time, to the �measurement and 
modeling unfriendly� real world. One can readily �nd 
experienced test participants who have developed skills 
and strategies that they use for coping �in the wild� and 
bring them to the lab to study. (�is is in contrast to 
participants having to familiarize themselves with and learn 
an arti�cial task, following explicit instruction). �is can 
help make the laboratory, and behavior observed in it, 
more �lifelike.�

 2. Empirically demonstrable representativeness. �is lifelikeness, 
moreover, need not rely on merely intuitive judgment or 

face validity. Lab/sim results in reproduced driving tasks 
can be�directly compared to real-world physiological measures 
and performance. �at is, it quite o�en makes sense to 
measure and model the very same things both in the lab 
and in the wild allowing direct and quantitative assessment 
of external validity (one key contribution of this paper is 
to show examples of this, that is, focus is on behaviors 
and measures that can be� observed across the full 
ecological spectrum).

 3. �e whole spectrum of skill development also can be�covered. 
�e fundamental task driving along a road is meaningful 
both to the complete novice (driving school student) and 
to world class elite (champion racing driver). In many �elds 
of expertise and expert performance, by contrast, a task 
that presents a meaningful challenge to the expert and allows 
di�erentiation at the highest levels of skill can be�impossible 
for the novice to perform, and a task that is doable for 
the novice can be� trivially easy for experts.

 4. Simple 3D scene layouts. �e driving environment is 
engineered to have a fairly simple and stereotypical 3D 
layout (as opposed to the ruggedness and clutter in most 
natural and built environments). �is makes the driving 
task more amenable to computational modeling than behavior 
in more cluttered and unpredictable environments. (Some 
consequences of this point are expanded on in the 
next section).

 5. Convenience of instrumentation.

 5.1. In �eldwork, it is in practice physically easier to instrument 
a car with, say, eye trackers than to develop wearable 
instrumentation. Also, positional and dynamic data can 
be� recovered from GPS, dataloggers and vehicle CAN bus.

 5.2. High-grade purpose-built equipment is commercially 
available�to do lab, simulator, or �eld experiments.

 5.3. Procedures for data logging, signal analysis, and 
interpretation in terms of driver/vehicle performance are 
well established and understood.

 6. Low dimensional controls. Compared to many naturalistic 
dynamic tasks, driving is quite signi�cantly constrained. In 
driving, locomotor control is achieved through the steering 
wheel and two pedals. All the skill and experience of a 
driver must ultimately be� expressed through these quite 
simple controls, with just three degrees of freedom. (�is 
is arguably an orders of magnitude reduction in complexity, 
compared to modeling, at comparable level of detail, say, 
visual guidance in downhill skiing where the biomechanics 
of the muscles limbs and joints wound need to be�modeled). 
Again, this simpli�es analysis of performance and allows 
meaningful comparison of experts and novices.

 7. A hundred years of research on driving in psychology and 
engineering gives a solid base to work from.

�e need to understand the driver�vehicle system dynamics 
in engineering has led to the development of mature driver-
in-the-loop simulations that psychological and cognitive modeling 
work can be� leveraged on. �e past 25 years with mobile eye 
tracking has amassed a substantial amount of observations 

TABLE�1 | From an experimental and modeling point of view, gaze strategies in 
driving are a particularly attractive �model behavior� for understanding visual 
guidance in ecologically representative tasks.

 1. Ecological validity.
 1.1. Field experiments are feasible
 1.2. The whole spectrum from �eld studies through high-�delity simulators to 

restricted laboratory designs can be�covered.
 1.3. Participants adapted to �natural� task demands over a long period of 

time readily available.
 2. Empirically demonstrable representativeness.
 3. The whole spectrum of skill development can be�covered (novice to elite level 

experts).
 4. Simple 3D scene layouts.
 5. Instrumentation.

 5.1. Physical convenience.
 5.2. Availability of high-grade equipment.
5.3. Established methods of data collection, analysis, and interpretation.

 6. Low dimensional controls.
 7. A hundred years of research on driving in psychology and engineering gives a 

solid base to work from.
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and data on natural gaze behavior. �e current technological 
push to develop machine vision and machine learning systems 
for autonomous cars makes the issues timely and o�ers 
opportunities of cross-fertilization between cognitive 
science and AI.

DRIVING AS A CLOSED SELF-PACED 
TASK

�e road environment is a �xed, stable� 3D layout with well-
understood parametrization because it has been engineered to 
allow humans to safely and comfortably travel at high speeds. 
A perhaps non-obvious implication of this, as far as task 
demands are concerned, is worth pointing out. Although one 
sometimes hears that we��did not evolve for� the speeds modern 
vehicles easily achieve, this statement somewhat misses the 
relationship between speed and distance in determining the 
rate of events that need to be� processed (Senders et� al., 1967). 
�e engineering of the everyday modern road environment is 
such that higher speeds are only achieved on very open roads, 
with large curvature radii and little visual clutter. On twistier 
roads, or in more cluttered environments, the speeds are lower. 
And, critically, speed selection is in control of the human 
driver: the driver actively adjusts speed to maintain task demand 
(the rate of information processing required) at some desired 
level (Taylor, 1964; Senders et�al., 1967; Näätänen and Summala, 
1976; Fuller, 2011). �is makes driving a self-paced task.

�e simplicity of the 3D scene layouts, and the constraints 
on control actions make driving a more closed task than many 
real-world skills, which is a distinct advantage for ecological 
researchers looking for �model behaviors� in the wild that can 
be�studied and brought to the lab. �e aim of ecological design 
in lab tasks is to make them simpli�ed but representative. 
Lab settings are necessarily simpli�ed, and the more simple 
naturalistic setting one is aiming to capture, the more 
representative it will be. �us, researchers should be� on the 
look-out for closed naturally occurring task ecologies.

Driving vs. Driver Behavior
Note that the above applies to driving speci�cally�not to 
�driver behavior� generally, which is de�ned here as the totality 
of everything people do while in control of a vehicle. �is 
paper focuses on driving. �ere is a fundamental theoretical 
reason for this. Driver behavior is a menagerie of behaviors 
that has emerged at a speci�c point in history and varies 
across di�erent cultures. It may have applied interest�for 
example, in tra�c safety research or human factors engineering, 
perhaps cultural history interest as well�but lacks deeper 
scienti�c interest. For basic science, there is interest in driving, 
however, because of what it can reveal about the perceptual-
cognitive strategies of visually guided steering, speed control, 
and trajectory planning. For this purpose, it is indeed an 
excellent model system for investigating the mechanisms and 
strategies humans use�in natural activities they actually do 
also when they venture outside of the lab.

�is distinction between driving and driver behavior has 
some practical implications for the analysis of eye tracking 
data as well. For in real-world driving, the relevant gaze strategies 
are embedded among visual strategies serving other driver 
behaviors: any observed strategies serving the driving task �in 
the wild� will be� interleaved with gaze behavior relevant for 
other tasks.

�is will occur the more so the more the driver is multitasking 
other non-driving behaviors, especially ones that need foveal 
vision or visual tracking as a resource. For example, operating 
a sat nav or adjusting the radio will require the driver to 
avert gaze from the road environment, to a visual display 
and/or touch buttons. �is is of course why Human�Machine 
Interface engineers design steering wheel controls and voice 
command control into the interfaces of such non-driving-related 
devices. Even tasks that do not themselves use gaze as a resource 
may still interfere with motor planning or task-switching that 
is needed to juggle between subtasks. �us, even if the secondary 
task�like, for example, doing mental arithmetic of having a 
conversation�has no visual component, it may introduce a 
�cognitive load� signi�cant enough to interfere with the time-
sharing mechanisms needed for switching between tasks (or 
between subtasks within the driving task). In this case, the 
measured gaze behavior may exhibit a reduction of saccadic 
scanning (Lehtonen et� al., 2012).

What follows will focus on what we� know about gaze 
strategies in driving, as opposed to driver behavior in general 
(Figure� 2). Here the most detailed work has been on visual 
guidance. It is the core skill in driving, and indeed any high-
speed locomotion, and a process where more insight can 
be� gained by leveraging psychological theory on the parallel 
and complementary work on feedback and feedforward control 
in systems engineering (for a review and historical comparison 
of the psychological and engineering approaches see Lappi 
and Mole, 2018). �is is a level of organization within the 
driving task that is intermediate between the choice of route 
from among alternatives (navigation) and the actual motor 
coordination needed to follow the desired path (control). It 
relies heavily on visual preview, which is actively sampled with 
eye movements.

PRIMARY GAZE STRATEGIES

Even under our �narrow� de�nition, driving is a complex task. 
It involves perceptual processes for multisensory integration of 
sensory signals (visual, auditory, vestibular, somatosensory, and 
proprioceptive). Signals from the same event are encoded in 
multiple coordinate systems (sensor level, egocentric, allocentric), 
and arrive at di�erent latencies. Motor programs must integrate 
complex and precisely timed action sequences across multiple 
e�ectors (eye-hand-foot coordination). At the cognitive level, 
the stimulus information available for a driver is rich, complex, 
and noisy and must be� combined with vast amounts of 
information from experience, which is stored in memory. All 
this must happen under severe time constraints (but, as said, 
how tight these constraints are in any given situation is in 
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part a tactical decision of the driver, exposure to di�erent 
task demands being regulated via speed control).

�us, while driving is a closed-enough task to be�approached 
with computational modeling and AI, it is also open enough 
to be� of interest for the problem of the human advantage. In 
terms of gaze behavior, it exhibits all the �laws� of gaze control 
in the wild (Table� 2). What are these �laws�?

Eye tracking in naturalistic tasks, outside the con�nes of 
typical laboratory behavior, has begun to reveal consistent 
patterns of gaze behavior that tend to remarkably regular and 
repeatable within and across participants doing the same task. 
Gaze patterns and visual strategies in numerous tasks, such 
as making tea (Land et� al., 1999), sandwiches (Hayhoe et� al., 
2003), foot placement in rugged terrain (Matthis et� al., 2018) 
have been studied, steering a car (Land, 1992; Land and Lee, 
1994; Lappi et�al., 2013, 2017, 2020) and sports, such as batting 
in cricket (Land and McLeod, 2000; Mann et� al., 2013) and 
squash (Hayhoe et� al., 2012).

This work, which has begun to reveal commonalities in 
the patterns of gaze behavior in natural tasks, is reviewed 
in Regan and Gray (2000), Hayhoe and Ballard (2005), 
Land (2006), Kowler (2011), Tatler and Land (2011), Tatler 
et� al. (2011), Lappi, 2016, Hayhoe (2017). Lappi (2016) 
proposed that many of the common findings can 
be� summarized in terms of seven �qualitative laws� of gaze 

behavior in the wild: reliably recurring patterns (across 
different tasks) that tend to go together, the more so the 
more naturalistic the setting�all of them expected in extended 
sequences of fully naturalistic gaze behavior. Lappi et� al. 
(2017) demonstrated, that all of them indeed do go together 
in a fully naturalistic sequence, viz. an experienced driver 
along a (rural) road. This indicates that gaze behavior can 
be�usefully employed as a model behavior representing many 
of the general findings in the literature on natural tasks. 
It is to the detailed investigation of these behaviors that 
we� turn to next.

Eyes on the Road
A driver�s �eld of view (Figure� 3A) contains the 3D scene 
�owing by (this is apparent motion within the �eld of view 
caused by self-motion through a �xed 3D layout�optic �ow, 
Gibson, 1958, 1986; Cutting, 1986). �e view of the road scene 
is bounded by the vehicle frame. �e visual preview of the 
road scene is the perceptual source of anticipatory information 
for steering and speed selection; vehicle instruments and mirrors 
provide additional information about the surrounding 3D scene 
(the view behind), about one�s movement through it 
(speedometer), and about vehicle dynamic state (RPM gauge). 
An experienced driver does not need to avert eyes from the 
road to operate the vehicle (gearshi�, indicators), but some 

FIGURE�2 | Task structure of driving vs. driver behavior. While the driving task can be�described in terms of steering and speed control and visual anticipation with 
gaze, it does not follow that the underlying brain processes compose in this way (e.g., separate steering and speed control �systems� or �modules,� or gaze 
strategies speci�c to steering and gaze strategies speci�c for speed control).




















